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The Jesus Calling® Discussion Guide for Women
WISDOM GR ACE COMPASSION FAITHFULNESS CONFIDENCE
The following discussion guide questions are based on entries from the devotional Jesus Calling regarding
topics that relate to issues affecting women on a daily basis. The selections are identified by date, however, the
discussion sessions do not have to be done on a specific date. The references are simply used to help you locate
the passages. Questions can be used for group discussion or personal reflection any time of the year.

Discussion #1: Peace in the Whirlwind
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated January 3, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. You may find yourself in one or more multiple roles as a wife, mother, career person, caretaker,
confidante—the list could go on. Are there times in your life when you feel burdened with the
many responsibilities that go along with these important roles? What are some of the ways in
which you cope with this?

2. Today’s reading advises us to “learn to hide in the secret of [God’s] presence, even as you carry
out your duties in the world. (He) is both with you and within you.” As you carry out your many
responsibilities, can you see the ways that God is working with you and in you to guide you each
day?

3. It can be worrisome to juggle so many responsibilities, which can rob us of the peace of the
presence of God. John 16:33 reminds us: “I have told you these things, so that in Me you may
have [perfect] peace and confidence. In the world you have tribulation and trials and distress and
frustration; but be of good cheer [take courage; be confident, certain, undaunted]! For I have
overcome the world” (���). Take a moment to think of the things that are troubling you as you go
about your work, and imagine how God is walking with you and working in you to conquer each
of these issues—keeping you from worry and harm and bringing you peace.

Discussion #2: Our Plans, God’s Timing
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated January 9, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. What are some examples of plans you have made for your life, and what do you see as the main
action steps you need to take or have taken to achieve these plans?

2. Today’s reading tells us that one of the ways God shows His sovereignty is in the timing of events.
Think about various key landmarks that have come about in your life so far. Did they come to
fruition in the way you planned and with the timing you were expecting?

3. “Never Give Up” is a great motto to live by, and Psalm 8:31 tells us, “If God is for us, who can be
against us?” Sometimes, it can be tempting to give up on something when it doesn’t come easily
or within the time frame you want. Will you endeavor to persevere and let God, in His infinite
wisdom, set the pace instead of trying to set it yourself?
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Discussion #3: Your Source of Security
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated January 31, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. What causes you worry? What or who makes you feel secure?

2. Psalm 56:3 encourages us that whenever we are afraid, we should trust in God. How can you or
how do you rely on God as your strength and shield when your worries overtake you, you feel
powerless, and the things you normally find security in fall away?

3. Today’s reading speaks to how God’s presence watches over us continually. How have you
experienced God watching over you in your life—events that can’t be explained any other way
except His hand protecting, helping, and guiding you?
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Discussion #4: Perfectly Loved
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated July 13, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. To be fully loved is something many of us strive to attain in life. We work on making ourselves
lovable through how we look, what we do for others, or how we perform in this world. How are
you spending time making yourself feel more worthy of love in your life?

2. Try to picture, as today’s reading states, that God sees us “clothed in [His] righteousness, radiant
in [His] perfect Love.” In the pursuit of love, when you look at receiving the love of God and of
others, what might you let go of that is on your list above?

3. Psalm 34:5 reiterates how God views us by saying, “Those who look to him are radiant; their faces
are never covered with shame.” Is there something in your life that causes you shame or makes
you feel unlovable? Despite whatever it is, ask God to show You how He views you and to make
you aware of the radiance of His love that covers everything we find unlovable about ourselves.
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Discussion #5: Clutter Versus Calm
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 2, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Today’s reading encourages us that God is renewing our minds. What causes clutter in your mind
and diminishes your ability to accomplish what is set before you?

2. Psalm 105:4 instructs us to “Look to the L��� and his strength; seek his face always.” Where are
the places you can find quiet, peace, and time with God? When do these moments occur? How do
you feel when you are able to have these times?

3. How does recognizing that our focus should be on God, seeking Him, and acknowledging His love
for us change or have the potential to change the way you approach your relationships, your
family, and everything else in your world?
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Discussion #6: Who You’re Meant to Be
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated July 10, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Do you feel like you are trying to be someone you’re not? In what ways do you feel as though you
don’t show people your “real” self, and what motivates you to keep your true self hidden?

2. Today’s reading reminds us that when we relax and are real with God, He is able to bring out the
best in us. What are some barriers that keep you from showing authenticity to your friends and
family—maybe even to God—keeping you from showing your faults as well as your triumphs?

3. John 15:13–15 reminds us that Jesus has called us friends. How can you take that first step to
deepen your relationship with Him by being real and authentic? How do you anticipate that this
will affect your relationship with others?
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Discussion #7: Banishing Burnout
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated May 12, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Have you ever been so depleted of energy and resources that you felt burned out? Describe what
caused this and how it made you feel.

2. Perhaps you are trying to be all things to all people. Today’s reading mentions the notion of
“drainout,” when you have “countless interactions with needy people” and you are trying in your
own strength to help them. God promises that His love can flow through you to others, preventing
that drain of our limited human resources. How can we access His love in order to replenish our
supply?

3. In Matthew 11:28, we are encouraged by the words: “Come to me, all who are weary and
burdened, and I will give you rest.” This week, think of some ways you can rest in Him and allow
Him to replenish your resources in giving to others.
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Discussion #8: Rest Well, Do Well
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 7, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. The daily efforts of taking care of ourselves, our families, our work, and our homes, plus trying to
be a good community/church member, can be overwhelming and exhausting. Do you ever feel as
though you are doing too much? This reading encourages you to “come to [Jesus] for peace and
refreshment.” What does this look like for you, and what are the ways you find refreshment from
a tiring, busy life?

2. If you were to stop and look at your life, what is one thing you could change today that could have
the potential to put you in the right place, moving at the right pace?

3. Romans 8:28 tells us, “We are assured and know that [God being a partner in their labor] all things
work together and are [fitting into a plan] for good” (���). How do you find the ability to rest
knowing that God is your partner when it feels like too much is going on?
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Discussion #9: Where Joy Resides
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 12, and then answer/discuss these questions.

1. Today’s reading lets us know that when we look to Jesus, “knowing [Him] as God with you,” we
experience Joy. What brings you immediate joy in life?

2. Psalm 37:4 tells us to delight “in the L��� and he will give you the desires of your heart.” What
does it mean to you to “delight” in the Lord? Do you believe that when you delight in the Lord, He
will provide all that you need?

3. Think about what you long for in life. Examine those desires and hold them up to God’s invitation
to fulfill the desires of our heart. How will you behave differently in pursuit of your longings after
looking at it in the context of God fulfilling your desires?
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Discussion #10: Learning to Trust
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated March 1, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Isaiah 23:3 says that we will be kept “in perfect peace,” when our “mind is steadfast” on God and
we trust in Him. What do you put your trust in daily that you believe will bring you peace and
security in your life?

2. Has there been a time in your life when you lost something but gained something more? Where
did you find the strength to come back from this time?

3. Today’s reading tells us, “Well-developed trust will bring you many blessings.” Think of the times
when you wholly trusted in God when the things you would normally trust didn’t pan out. What
happened?
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Discussion #11: Comparison Is the Thief of Joy
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 28, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Theodore Roosevelt once said, “Comparison is the thief of joy.” Today’s reading advises, “Stop
judging and evaluating yourself, for this is not your role. Above all, stop comparing yourself with
other people.” What are the ways you compare yourself to others in your life–whether it be
friends, family, or colleagues? How do you feel when you do this?

2. Isaiah 61:10 says God “has clothed me with garments of salvation, He has wrapped me with the
robe of righteousness.” Stop for a minute and compare how you look at yourself in contrast to
how a loving God views you, “as a bride adorns herself with her jewels.” How can you flip any
negative views of yourself to the positive views of a God who unconditionally accepts you?

3. As you ponder how God lovingly sees you as His cherished child, take a moment to think through
the blessings and gifts God has given you recently and see if you can be receptive to God’s
affirmation in your life and to the ways He has shown you grace.
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Discussion #12: Our Best Friend
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated September 5, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Today’s reading reminds us: “[Jesus] is our best friend, as well as [our] King.” Think about your
closest friends in life. What qualities do they have that put them on this level in your life?

2. Jesus not only embodies those qualities you listed for good friends, but He also makes a promise
no other friend can: to “bring beauty out of the ashes of lost dreams.” What does it look like for
you to trust Jesus as your friend? What else can you get from relationship with Him that no one
else can provide?

3. John 15:13 reminds us: “greater love has no one than this, that he lay down his life for his friends.”
True friendship calls for compromise and sacrifice. What are you doing today to strengthen your
friendships?
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Discussion #13: Your Words Have Power
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated August 3, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. The reading for today reminds us: “words have such great power to bless or to wound.” How have
someone’s words blessed you recently? Have some words wounded you?

2. Proverbs 12:18 reiterates, “Reckless words pierce like a swords, but the tongue of the wise brings
healing.” Has there been a time when you have been reckless with your words? What are ways
you can check yourself to make sure your words are blessing others and not wounding them?

3. Think about the hundreds of words you speak daily and about the gift of being able to verbalize
your thoughts and feelings. If you were to string your conversations and words into a book, what
would people get out of what you are saying? How does this make you think about the legacy of
the words you are speaking?
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Discussion #14: A Change Can Do You Good
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 17, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. The reading for today reminds us that we shouldn’t “fear change, for [God is] making you a new
creation, with old things passing away and new things continually on the horizon.” How do you
face changes in your life? Do you dread them or embrace them?

2. It’s tough to have the confidence to abandon ourselves to God’s will, especially if we find comfort
in the sameness of things. Think of a time of great change in your life. Did you approach the
change with dread and fear or did you welcome what it might have in store for you over the long
run? How did that approach affect the outcome?

3. Ephesians 3:20–21 states, “Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or
imagine, according to his power that is at work within us, to him be glory in the church and in
Christ Jesus throughout all generations, for ever and ever! Amen.” Knowing that God can do so
much more in our lives than we could ever imagine, can you identify ways God might be looking
to break you out of your routine and might be prompting you to experience something new with
Him?
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Discussion #15: From Inadequacy to Completeness
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 22, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. When life’s demands overtake us and we find that we aren’t able to do it all to a standard we deem
acceptable, we may feel sorry for ourselves or feel inadequate. Think of a time when you felt as
though you weren’t living up to a goal you set for yourself. How did you handle the situation?

2. In the reading from today, we are presented with the idea that our “inadequacy presents us with a
continual choice—deep dependence on [God] or despair.” What are some ways you can avoid the
despair that might come from feeling inadequate? How can you actively depend on God to restore
your confidence?

3. In John 16:24 we are told, “Ask and keep on asking and you will receive, so that your joy (gladness,
delight) may be full and complete” (���). As you go about your day and encounter those things
that prey on your mind and tell you, “You’re not good enough,” whisper a prayer to God, invoking
His name to remind you of His presence and the truth that He is making you full and complete.
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Discussion #16: Complaining Is Dr aining
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 21, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Today’s reading reminds us: “thankfulness keeps you from criticizing and complaining: those ‘sister
sins’ that so easily entangle you.” Are there areas in your life where you find yourself being critical
of others or complaining about your own state of affairs? What are some ways you can shed a
different light on these situations in order to move from complaining and criticizing to trust and
thankfulness?

2. A critical or complaining approach to situations can lead us into a cycle of victimhood, where we
develop a pattern of blaming others for our misfortunes in life. Is there anyone in your life whom
you are blaming for something that brings you unhappiness? What are steps you can take to be
released from the prison of being a victim? How can you replace blame with forgiveness, and what
actions will remedy the issue?

3. Giving over to a complaining or critical spirit can also lead to the death of a hopeful outlook in
life, leaving us drained and defeated. In Psalm 141:8, David prays, “But my eyes are fixed on you,
O Sovereign L���; in you I take refuge—do not give me over to death.” When you are tempted
to complain, immediately think of something you are thankful for and lift those thoughts to God
before uttering the complaints. See what a difference this might make in your life for just one day
alone!
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Discussion #17: Strength in Letting Go
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated April 1, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. On a scale of 1 to 10, how controlling are you? Describe why you rated yourself this way. What is
your reaction when things happen that are beyond your control?

2. This reading reminds us: “the ultimate goal is not to control or fix everything around you; it is to
keep communing with Me.” If the measure for success in our day is how much we are in touch
with God, and not what we’ve accomplished, how successful are your days? How can you let go of
some of the details in order to accept each day as it comes and find God in it?

3. First Thessalonians 5:17 tells us that we should “pray continually.” In today’s cluttered and busy
world, what steps will you take to make sure that you are finding God in each moment?
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Discusion #18: No Hurry, No Worry
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 25, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Describe a typical morning for you. Are you rushed and in a hurry to start the day? Do you, like
today’s reading describes, “bolt into the day like a racehorse”? What are ways you can slow down
and start your day more purposefully?

2. Colossians 4:2 reminds: “Devote yourselves to prayer, being watchful and thankful.” What does it
mean to you to be watchful, and what are some ways you might pause and look for the abundance
He showers on us daily?

3. “A grateful heart protects you from negative thinking,” according to today’s reading. If you were
to take time each day to list what you are grateful for, what would be on your list? Does ruminating
on your blessings bring peace and calm your mind?
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Discussion #19: A Dreamer or a Doer?
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated October 10, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Where do you fall on the spectrum of being a doer, striving to be able to control what’s ahead?
Or are you a dreamer who, in faith, waits in anticipation of what’s to come? Why do you think you
are this way?

2. Today’s reading presents the idea of living “fully in the present, depending on [Jesus] each moment.”
Instead of trying to control, predict, or dread your future, what are ways you can concentrate on
your present situation and God’s presence in it?

3. Psalm 37:3–6 tells us to “trust in the L��� and do good; dwell in the land and enjoy safe pasture.”
By believing that He will guide us to the future that is best for us as we do good, how can we
combine the qualities of both a dreamer and a doer to approach our daily lives?
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Discussion #20: A Moment’s Peace
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 5, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. What is your definition of being peaceful? What are some of the ways you try to bring peace into
your life?

2. Romans 8:6 tells us, “The mind controlled by the Spirit is life and peace.” Describe people in your
life whom you would consider to be peaceful. What are some characteristics you admire about
them?

3. This reading reminds us that we “can have as much of [God] and [His] peace as we want, through
thousands of correct choices during our day.” How can you tell when a choice you have made is
the right one, and how do you deal with times when circumstances or people may force you to
make choices you don’t feel good about?
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Discussion #21: Self-Help Versus God’s Help
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated August 7 and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Sometimes it’s easy to think if we just knew it all, life would be a lot easier—thus the proliferation
of self-help books, shows, and seminars. In what ways do you strive to figure things out or fix
yourself or others?

2. This reading reminds us: “The wisest of all men, Solomon, could never think his way through to
Peace.” If we could remember that having peace is where the true power of living resides, to what
or whom would we turn our thoughts?

3. We sometimes forget that we tend to lean on our own understanding instead of trusting in the
Lord with all our hearts. When we find ourselves in search of answers that we’re not finding, what
are the ways we can trust in God to give us powerful living through His peace?
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Discussion #22: Going Out on a Limb
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated January 1, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Do you feel a sense of caution or a love of risk-taking when deciding whether or not to try
something new or to chase a dream you’ve always had that may vary from your regular routine?

2. The Scripture reference today from Jeremiah tells you that God “knows the plans I have for you . . .
plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.” Knowing that God
has your future in His hands, how much more open does this make you to taking some risk and
pursuing your dreams?

3. Because God knows us better than we know ourselves, His vision for us is far beyond the one we
can imagine for ourselves. However, if we spend time in His presence, we catch the vision for the
life He has for us and can act on the promptings of His Spirit. What is one step you can take today,
or this week, to put a dream that He’s planted in your heart into motion?
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Discussion #23: Be Uniquely You
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated July 5, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Do you ever feel like you are trying to fit into a life that wasn’t made for you and that you are
conforming yourself to others’ expectations of you? What are the ways that you express your
individuality?

2. Today’s reading reminds us that we “must stop clinging to old ways.” It can be comforting to live
a safe and predictable lifestyle by following the crowd. What could be gained or lost by breaking
out of the routine and living in the knowledge that God is always doing something new within us?

3. David made a statement in Psalm 56:3: “When I am afraid, I will trust in you.” It can be lonely and
scary to feel different from everyone else. List your fears about not fitting in and give them to
God; contemplate your beautiful uniqueness—created by Him!
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Discussion #24: Count on God
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 18, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Think about a time when someone you know let you down or disappointed you. How did this
make you feel? How did you handle the situation?

2. Today’s passage reminds us that we can always count on God. When He says, “I am with you,” you
can know He will never fail you and that He is your “safety net, protecting you from falling into
despair.” Others may let us down, as they are human, just as we are. Are you able to approach
these situations with forgiveness and grace and remember that God is always holding your hand
even when others aren’t as reliable?

3. Review Psalm 73:23–26. This Scripture passage reminds us: “My flesh and my heart may fail, but
God is the strength of my heart and my portion forever.” What are the ways you can identify God
giving strength to your heart when things and people fail you?
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Discussion #25: Avoiding the Quick Fix
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 27, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. When life is going well, it seems a lot easier to stay on the straight and narrow. However, as
today’s reading describes, sometimes “waves of adversity are washing over you, [and] you feel
tempted to give up.” Has there been a time in your life when you gave up by seeking comfort from
temporary fixes that in the end weren’t good for you? What kinds of things or behaviors did you
turn to in order to help ease the pain of disappointment?

2. When we think of what we are tempted by that may make us feel good temporarily, we eventually
come to realize these temptations can ultimately cause us to hurt ourselves and potentially others.
What have you found to be the strongest defense and motivation for putting those things out of
your life?

3. Today’s passage from 1 Corinthians 10:13 assures us: “God is faithful; he will not let you be tempted
beyond what you can bear. But when you are tempted, He will also provide a way out so that you
can stand up under it.” Can you think of a time when God led you to a new path to help you move
away from a dead-end road where quick fixes might have led you?
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Discussion #26: One Day at a Time
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated November 11, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Ever have one of those days when everything seems to be off kilter? How do you let those days
affect you?

2. Today’s reading gives us insight into how a difficult day might shape our outlook: “your tendency
upon awakening is to assess the difficulties ahead of you, measuring them against your average
strength. This is an exercise in unreality.” Why do you think it does no good to imagine how we
might overcome the difficulties of the day before we even know what they are?

3. Psalm 105:4 encourages us to “look to the L��� and his strength; seek his face always.” God
knows what each of our days contains. Think about a typical morning and how you sort through
the concerns that the day will bring. Instead of predicting the pitfalls that might happen, begin
each day anew with prayer and tap into the power God will give you to handle each day, one at a
time.
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Discussion #27: Live with Hope
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated July 27, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. “Hope is a golden cord connecting you to heaven,” we are told in today’s reading. Why do you
think it is important that we are hopeful in life? What happens when hope dwindles?

2. Review Romans 12:12 and think about the directive it gives to “be joyful in hope, patient in
affliction, faithful in prayer.” When your circumstances are difficult, how do you find patience and
remain faithful that God will bring you through whatever trials you are facing?

3. In 1 Thessalonians 5:8, we are told, “But since we belong to the day, let us be self-controlled,
putting on faith and love as a breastplate, and the hope of salvation as a helmet.” When you think
about literally arming yourself with faith, love, and hope each day, how do you think this will affect
your attitude in dealing with afflictions, hurts, or hardships that come your way?
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Discussion #28: Is Venting a Solution?
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated October 9, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. We all need someone to talk to when challenges in life—either with others or with difficult
circumstances—come our way. Seeking wise counsel and someone to commiserate with about
our feelings is one thing, but do you ever find yourself venting about these issues with others?
How do you know when you’ve crossed the line from seeking counsel to venting?

2. Today’s reading asserts that this type of behavior “opens the door to deadly sins such as self-pity
and rage.” We all want to be understood. Have you ever found yourself in a pattern of complaining
in order to gain sympathy or understanding from others? Think about what you grouse about, and
instead of negatively discussing the people or the problems, think through actions you can take
that would change the situation for the better.

3. Philippians 2:14 instructs us to “do everything without complaining or arguing,” that by doing so,
we might become “children of God without fault in a crooked and depraved generation.” Try this
experiment: for one whole day, decide not to introduce negative words about others or to vent
when something bad has happened. What kind of impact do you predict it will have on you and
those around you if you approach every annoying or trying situation with a resolution to resist
arguing or grumbling?
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Discussion #29: Thankfulness Through Adversity
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated November 24, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. It may seem impossible to be thankful when nothing seems to be going our way. However, in this
entry we are encouraged to “give thanks for everything.” Why do you think it is important to have
an attitude of gratefulness to God in all situations?

2. Perhaps you’ve been through a tough situation and come out on the other side of it. Is there any
blessing you are grateful for that occurred during this season of hardship?

3. Psalm 89:15 reminds us that we are blessed when we have “learned to acclaim [Him]” and “walk
in the light of [His] presence.” How does being thankful to God bring us closer to Him and usher
His presence into our lives?
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Discussion #30: Choosing Faith over Worry
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 4, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. What worries you? As you look at these issues that cause you worry, what are the ways you try to
control them?

2. Today’s reading reminds you “not to wear yourself out with analyzing and planning.” Do you find
yourself trying to assuage your worries by carefully planning your day or analyzing a situation by
picking it apart bit by bit? How much do these tactics work in putting aside your worries?

3. In Psalm 13:5, David countered his worries by declaring, “But I trust in your unfailing love; my
heart rejoices in your salvation.” As you find you are consumed with worry, take a moment to let
thankfulness and trust be your guide. Remember that that the best way to get through the day is
step by step with God.
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Discussion #31: What Lies Behind Appear ance?
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated December 19, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. It’s easy to get caught up in our appearances when we live in a world where they seem to have
so much significance. Do you ever feel as though you spend an inordinate time working on your
appearance, whether physical or what you outwardly project to the world? What motivates you
to do this?

2. Today’s reading reminds us: “There is no place for pretense in your relationship with [God].” Does
your need for a good image supersede your ability to be real with others and allow them see what
is true about you? What might we gain by letting others see who we really are?

3. Ultimately, being authentic with God will transform what we view as weaknesses into strengths,
allowing our “true selves” to shine through. Review 1 Samuel 16:7. We know that many people
are fixated on outward appearances, but this passage says “the Lord looks at the heart.” What are
some qualities of your heart that are far more valuable than any outward appearances?
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Discussion #32: Faith for a Change
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated August 14, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. It may seem that the world is ever-changing around us—friends come and go, children grow up,
careers begin and end. It can be a challenge to keep up with it all. What changes around you
directly affect you and how do you cope in an ever-changing world?

2. Even our physical bodies are changing, and despite our attempts to halt this, it’s a reality of our
existence. Today’s entry assures us that in spite of changes around us and changes to our own
being, God is “the same yesterday and today and forever.” How does this knowledge influence
how you deal with change?

3. Psalm 48:14 states, “For this God is our God for ever and ever; he will be our guide even to the
end.” How does the promise of an unchanging God walking with us through this life influence your
view of an ever-changing world and your perspective on eternity when life on earth has passed?
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Discussion #33: Too Busy for Your Own Good
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated February 10, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. You might be the type of person who is always on the go, running from one thing to the next—
maybe even pushing things off that bring rest and healing in order to keep up. What are the things
in your life right now that consume so much of your time? Do you feel guilty when you take time
for yourself?

2. Today’s reading says that you can “accomplish more in less time, after you have given yourself
to [God] in rich communion.” How do you think that taking time to “align yourself with [His]
perspective” in time spent with God might make you more productive? Is there ever a time when
you are so busy doing God’s work that you miss the opportunity to spend time working with God
in quiet prayer and reflection?

3. God promises in Psalm 32:8 that He “will instruct you and teach you in the way which you should
go; I will counsel you with My eye upon you” (����). Take a moment today to slow down and spend
a few minutes in prayer. See if this makes your day more productive or possibly even changes the
priorities filling your life up with busyness.
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Discussion #34: Steady as She Goes
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated April 17, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. What is your typical response when you are met by completely unexpected circumstances? Are
you completely thrown off course or do you respond calmly and rationally in most instances?

2. Today’s reading advises, “As soon as something grabs your attention, talk with [God] about it.
Thus [He will] share your joys and your problems.” How do you suppose that talking to God before
reacting to a disruptive event might influence how you approach that event?

3. In Psalm 112:7, David promises that one who consults with God “will have no fear of bad news; his
heart steadfast, trusting in the L���.” As you look toward potentially facing unexpected events,
make the choice to talk to God first before you react and see what a difference this might make
toward handling any situation.
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Discussion #35: Fair-Weather Trust
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated April 12, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Have you ever gone through a season of faith when you felt strong and invigorated? Was this
season shaken when a misfortune came your way, or did your faith become stronger?

2. In today’s reading, we learn that it’s easy to trust God when things are going well, but “when
things go wrong, your trust-flow slows down and solidifies.” When this happens you are “forced
to choose between trusting [Him] intentionally or rebelling: resenting [His] ways with you.” What
are some ways, when things aren’t going your way, that you can intentionally trust God?

3. Psalm 31:4 illustrates this prayer: “Keep me free from the trap that is set for me, for you are my
refuge.” Sometimes the difficult times in our lives can lead us into resentment and questioning
whether God really cares for us. How can we ensure that we keep free from the trap of losing our
faith and trust during the difficult periods of our lives?
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Discussion #36: From Brokenness to Healing
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated August 20, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Today’s reading gives us a hopeful message: not only are we naturally receiving healing from
God for our various states of brokenness, but so much more is available to us if we just ask Him.
Recount a time when you experienced brokenness and then felt God’s healing happening in your
life. Was it instantaneous or more of a process over time?

2. As many of us have experienced in our lives, there is some brokenness that may never be healed,
and God’s grace allows us to bear it. In 2 Corinthians 12:7, Paul referred to a “thorn in [his] flesh”
that never did heal. Is there something that you suffer in life that God is giving you strength and
grace to endure? Can you see Him at work despite this affliction or condition?

3. Asking for His healing for you or another takes a great amount of faith. The Scripture passage for
this subject from James 4:2 says, “Ye have not, because ye ask not” (���). Who or what is coming
to mind as someone or something that you might beseech God about healing? Ask Him to grant
that healing today.
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Discussion #37: Divine Acceptance
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated December 26, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Do you find yourself engaged in behavior or activities in order to gain approval from God or others?
What kinds of things are you doing in order to receive this affirmation?

2. We may often feel as though we don’t merit approval or are unworthy due to our actions or
behaviors. Today’s reading points out that you may be unconsciously punishing yourself and that
“instead of returning to [God] and receiving [His] Love, you attempt to earn [His] approval by
trying harder.” From the list you made above, what behaviors toward the pursuit of affirmation
might change if you knew that God’s unfailing love will enfold us in His everlasting arms?

3. Review today’s Scripture passage from 1 John 4:15–16, 18. This passage asserts that “perfect
love drives out fear.” Do your attempts to obtain approval represent fears in your life, perhaps of
rejection or contempt? How does embracing God’s promise of His perfect love toward you have
the potential to conquer these fears?
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Discussion #38: The Slope of Self-Pity
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated July 16, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. “Self-pity is a slimy, bottomless pit,” we are told in today’s reading. What do you think it means to
feel sorry for yourself? What circumstances have put you in that state of mind?

2. God gives us the key to climb out of the mire of our self-pitying ways. In Psalm 40:2–3, David
recounts how God “lifted [him] out of the slimy pit, out of the mud and mire; he set [David’s] feet
on a rock and gave [him] a firm place to stand.” Though David had many reasons to feel sorry for
himself as he was being hunted down by the king, he chose to let God “put a new song in [his]
mouth, a hymn of praise to our God.” What might it mean to you to be able to sing a new song in
the throes of self-pity and depression?

3. As you feel yourself slipping into a pattern of self-pity and when you feel paralyzed by hopelessness,
imagine overcoming, with God’s help, whatever it is that has you in the pit. What might be the
lasting outcomes to yourself and others if you were to show faith that He will bring you out of
despair?
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Discussion #39: God Is in the Details
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated April 10, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Do you ever feel as though life is a series of completely random events? Today’s reading asserts
that it is not and that “everything that happens fits into a pattern for good.” Do you find comfort
in the idea that God is orchestrating the details of your life, even when bad things happen?

2. All of us make mistakes in our lives, and God’s grace is there to redeem each one of them. How do
you view mistakes as an opportunity to be humbled and learn?

3. When you trust God with the details and don’t get bogged down in the mire of analyzing why
things happen, you experience what Jeremiah 17:7 says: “Blessed is the man who trusts in the
L���, whose confidence is in him.” Think about something you’ve been analyzing or trying to
piece together, and see if you can declare faith in God to release you from the web of details and
into confidence in Him.
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Discussion #40: Making Peace with Your Problems
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated March 5, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. When we don’t embrace our problems, they may become a stumbling block to our faith in God,
moving us into areas of distrust or defiance. Can you think of a time when you allowed a problem
to overwhelm you and maybe even blamed God for its negative presence in your life? How did you
work through this?

2. Unfortunately, not all problems go away completely. However, God’s wisdom can provide peace
and clarity so that we can realize that He has it all under control. Through Christ, as mentioned in 1
Corinthians 1:23–24, we can tap into God’s power and God’s wisdom to help us endure problems.
Can you think of a problem you’ve been avoiding that you could face head on, knowing that God’s
power and wisdom is on your side?

3. It may seem counterintuitive to embrace your problems. However, today’s reading makes the
assertion that “every problem can teach you something, transforming you little by little into the
masterpiece [He] created you to be.” Take a look at a problem or problems in your life, and try to
think through what you could be learning. If it’s not possible for you to see answers in the midst
of it, ask God to give you grace and peace to grow through these problems.
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Discussion #41: Devotion to Emotion
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated October 8, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. During a regular day, we can feel a vast range of emotions, including sadness, happiness, anger,
worry, and more. Do you act out of your emotions as they come? Or do you, as this reading
advises, “look beyond the flux of circumstances”?

2. Because we do have such a range of emotions, it is difficult for us to comprehend the constancy
of God. What are some characteristics of His attitude toward us that remind us of His steadfast
presence in our lives?

3. God can provide us stability when our emotions are all over the map. Moses spoke these words in
Exodus 15:13: “In your unfailing love you will lead the people you have redeemed. In your strength
you will guide them to your holy dwelling.” When you feel overcome by a myriad of feelings, focus
on God’s unfailing love as the one emotion to embrace, and let Him steady your mind.
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Discussion #42: Looking for More
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated April 30, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Think about the areas where you feel you are lacking in life. What are the actions you take to try
to get more of what you are missing?

2. When you wake up in the morning, instead of thinking about what you are lacking, concentrate
on what you have now and the blessings of each day. What are some of the blessings, right now
in the present, that you can be grateful for today?

3. In 2 Corinthians 12:9, Jesus says, “My grace is sufficient for you, for power is perfected in
weakness” (����). Can you think of a time when you felt empowered when you lost something
or let something go or when you felt weak in resources or circumstances but recognized that
strength resulted from that time of loss?
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Discussion #43: You’re Never Alone
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated August 30, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Has there ever been in a time in your life when you felt as though you were completely alone, with
no one to help you? How did you deal with feeling exiled and/or alone?

2. The reading for today asserts: “there is no place so desolate that you cannot find Me there.” Have
you ever felt that there was a purpose in finding yourself in a solitary place to renew your heart
and mind? What positive effects came from having this quiet and alone time?

3. A Scripture passage referenced today, Psalm 139:7–10, shows that David recognized, even in
his loneliest, most desolate times, that God’s hand would always be there to guide him and His
right hand would hold David fast. Are you able to recognize, even when you might be rejected or
separated from family, friends, security, or comfort, that God is still right there, loving you and
taking delight in you?
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Discussion #44: Recognizing Mir acles
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated December 21, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. We are witness to miracles daily that we may view as normal life. Can you think of something
that has happened to you recently when you couldn’t explain how it came to be but the event
impacted your life positively?

2. Today’s reading urges us to “expect to see miracles.” If you started deliberately looking for the
miracles in your daily life, how could this practice change how you view the normality of each day?

3. Jesus Himself said in John 11:40, “Did I not tell you that if you believed, you would see the glory of
God?” Try to think of at least three things you saw, witnessed, or heard today that reflected God’s
glory. When you recognize these miracles around you, acknowledge them with thanks to God.
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Discussion #45: The Road Unseen
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated September 14, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Despite all the work and effort you put into your life, does it ever feel as though things aren’t
moving where you’d like as quickly as you’d like—or that perhaps your life has come to a standstill?
How do you cope with those feelings?

2. “Even the most routine part of your day can be a spiritual act of worship,” notes our reading from
today. What are ways you can approach those lulls in your life and turn them into productive
times when you seek God’s presence?

3. Today’s Scripture reading from Romans 12:2 reminds us: “Do not conform any longer to the
pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to
test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will.” As you go through the
daily routines of life, what are the things you can identify that prove what the will of God is in your
life? How can you continue to transform your mind, even during the mundane times of life?
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Discussion #46: The Myth of Perfection
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated June 5, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Today’s reading gives us surprising news: our longing for perfection is not a fault but something
that God has planted in every one of us. Since this desire for perfection is strong, we may end up
seeking to fill it through trying to improve ourselves in some way, either physically, intellectually,
or through doing for others. When this happens, we unintentionally create idols in pursuit of these
goals. What are some areas where we try to attain perfection in our lives? Could some of these
areas become idols to us?

2. Psalm 37:4 tells us, “Delight yourself in the L��� and he will give you the desires of your heart.”
What desires does your heart want that might bring you true perfection in Christ, rather than the
false perfection you often seek in your life?

3. Looking back on your life, what events or occurrences do you see as evidence of God bringing you
closer to Him, or perfecting you in your walk with Him?
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Discussion #47: Blessings from Mistakes
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated September 12, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. “Don’t be so hard on yourself,” today’s reading admonishes. Do you sometimes think that you are
your own worst critic? Have you felt as though you never live up to some standard you’ve set for
yourself? What are the things in your life that you beat yourself up for?

2. We all make mistakes; it is a condition of our human existence. Thinking that we can live a perfect
life is an impossible notion. Reflect on mistakes you may have made during your life’s journey.
How can these missteps turn into blessings or help you have empathy for others who have gone
through the same challenges?

3. The promise from Romans 8:28 can fill us with the surety that even our mistakes can be turned
into triumphs through our relationship with Christ: “and we know that in all things, God works for
the good of those who love Him, who have been called according to His purpose.” We cannot live
a perfect life; we will all make mistakes. Forgive yourself for each of the mistakes that come to
mind, and rejoice that our God shows us more grace than we are often able to show ourselves.
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Discussion #48: The Beauty of Confidence
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated October 26, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. We live in a day and age when many people are striving on their own to obtain the best life possible,
and as today’s reading points out, everyone’s “taking care of number one.” Where confidence is
lacking, we look for ways to make ourselves more attractive, likeable, and needed by others. What
kinds of things do you employ to make you feel better about yourself?

2. It may seem counterintuitive, but true confidence comes from complete dependence on God.
The Scripture reference for today in John 15:5 reminds us that when we remain with God we will
“bear much fruit; apart from [God we] can do nothing.” What “fruits” have you produced in life
that didn’t come from your efforts alone but from God’s hand in the middle of them?

3. When you find yourself in a place where you don’t feel confident, or feel less than, remember
your identity and purpose come from God. We may find a temporary ego boost through our own
efforts, but God can lead us to real self-esteem through devotion to Him. Think of something that
or someone who has been eating away at your self-confidence, and ask God to give you strength
to trust that in His presence is where your true worth and beauty of character will blossom.
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Discussion #49: Your Every Need Met
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated November 30, and then answer/discuss these questions.

1. Do you worry about having enough money, possessions, or friends? What about more emotional
needs like love, affection, or affirmation in your life? How do you handle these worries concerning
your needs when you have them?

2. Today’s reading reminds us that when we spend time in God’s presence, we “gain glimpses of [His]
overflowing vastness” and that “we have access to as much of [Him] as we have faith to receive.”
Is it possible to be poor in resources but rich in what really matters? What might that look like to
you?

3. In Philippians 4:19 we are reminded: “God will meet all your needs according to His glorious riches
in Christ Jesus.” Although we may think we know what our needs are and if they are being met or
not, God promises to meet all of our needs. Think about what you perceive you are lacking and
see if God is meeting needs in these areas and other areas you might not have seen until now.
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Discussion #50: Laughter Is Good Medicine
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated June 17, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Think about the last time you really laughed and how it made you feel. Have you ever been able
to think about the humorous side of a bad situation? What did that look like for you?

2. Today’s reading suggests that “laughter lightens your load and lifts your heart into heavenly
places” and that “just as parents delight in the laughter of their children, so [God delights] in
hearing [His] children laugh.” Can you think of a time when you were angry or sad and someone
made you laugh? How did your attitude toward the situation change when lightness was brought
into the mix?

3. “A cheerful heart is good medicine,” Proverbs 17:22 tells us. Conversely it mentions that “a crushed
spirit dries up the bones.” Look for ways to laugh daily this week so you are able to rise above the
dark moments that might diminish your spirit.
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Discussion #51: There Are No Perfect Christians
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated April 19, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. You may feel immense pressure to perfectly follow all the rules that are set forth by your church,
your friends, or even your own self-standards. When you aren’t able to live up to the letter of the
law in every situation, you might feel a huge sense of failure and that God is disappointed with
you. Have you ever felt as though you were being punished for your mistakes or slip-ups when bad
things enter your life?

2. When we’re conscious of God’s love and grace toward us, we don’t see Him as a punisher but as
a loving, forgiving Father. To Him, our performance doesn’t matter, but His guidance of us will
guarantee we’re on the right path. Isaiah 61:10 reminds you that God “has clothed [you] with the
garments of salvation and arrayed [you] in a robe of righteousness.” What steps would a loving
Father take toward His children when He sees their mistakes but responds with mercy?

3. Today’s reading encourages us that “your accomplishment as a Christian has no bearing on [God’s]
love for you.” Does knowing that God is not judging in the realm of good and bad lessen the
burden of guilt and worries about not being good enough? As you look at situations where you
might feel guilty or ashamed of how you might have acted, ask God to remind of you His love and
grace and remember there are no perfect Christians.

Discussion #52: Worth the Wait
Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from
Jesus Calling dated March 26, and then answer/discuss these questions:

1. Have you ever felt as though you were waiting for something to happen in your life that never
seems to come to fruition? How can we turn impatient waiting into productive waiting as we
faithfully trust God to work it out in His timing?

2. Sometimes it may seem more expeditious to plunge into something on our own when we tire of
waiting, moving hastily instead of exhibiting patience for God to bring the pieces together. Can
you think of a time when you pushed forward when you should have waited? What happened in
this instance?

3. Today’s reading demonstrates God’s promise for those who wait on Him, namely “renewed
strength” and “resurgence of hope, and awareness of [His] continual Presence.” Look at some of
the things you are waiting on and what you’re learning in the process. Review Lamentations 3:24–
26. What might your quiet patience result in instead of what you’d get by working out something
hastily on your own?

